December 11, 2015

VIA ECFS

Ms. Marlene H. Dortch
Secretary
Federal Communications Commission
445 12th Street, SW
Washington, DC  20554

Re:  MB Docket No. 15-149
Charter Communications Supplemental Production

Dear Ms. Dortch:

Enclosed please find a disk containing supplemental materials from Charter Communications, Inc. in the above referenced docket. These materials consist of documents cited in the economist reports submitted by Charter with its Opposition to Petitions to Deny and Response to Comments. Most of the documents in this production are publicly available materials, such as online news articles, SEC filings, transcripts of earnings calls and print-outs of web sites that were hyperlinked in the economist reports. The production also includes a handful of Charter documents, previously produced to the Commission in prior custodial productions, that are cited in the economist reports. The production excludes documents containing video programming confidential information.

Because a small number of these materials contain proprietary and non-public information, they are being submitted on a Highly Confidential basis under the Protective Order in effect in this proceeding. Consistent with the instructions in the Protective Order, the Highly Confidential version is being hand-filed, and copies are being provided to the Media Bureau. We are also providing a copy of the disk to the Commission’s vendor.
Please let me know if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

/s/ John L. Flynn

John L. Flynn

Enclosures (Redacted)

cc: V. Lemmé